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Q. When registering, which participation level do I choose?  

A. The participation level you choose (beginner, intermediate or advanced) will directly affect the weekly goal 

within your Activity Log.  All levels begin at a goal of one mile per week.  After three weeks, the goal will 

change based on your average daily activity during that time period.   The goal will then update each week 

based on the previous week’s activity.  For beginners the goal will increase 5%, for intermediate users by 10% 

and for advanced users 15%.  

 

Q. I forgot my login or password. How do I recover this information?  

A. The login is always the email address used when you originally signed up for the Walking Works Corporate 

Challenge. If you cannot remember which e-mail you used, please e-mail your team captain.  (Team Captains 

please contact me and I can look this up and get this information for you.)  

 

Q.  I tried to register for the Walking Works Corporate Challenge and it says that I’m already registered. How 

do I access my account? 

A. This means that your e-mail address is already associated with a current Walking Works account.  To get the 

password sent to you, click the “Forgot Password” link on the main WalkingWorks login page 

(www.walkingworks.com).  A link to reset the password will be sent to the e-mail address on the account.  

 

Q. I registered for the wrong program or team. How do I get my account changed to the correct program or 

team?  

A. If you signed up for the wrong program or team, log into WalkingWorks and click the “Edit Profile” tab 

located near the top of the page. On this page, choose the correct drop down for the program and team.  

 

Q. Can non-Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska members participate in the WalkingWorks Corporate 

Challenge? 

A. Yes, The program is open to all employees. Participants register for the program on a public website and are 

not asked for any specific information regarding their health plan.  

 

Q.  I don’t see our team listed on the “Where is your team?” report.  Why is that? 

A.  If you are in a competition with more than 20 teams, this functionality report only displays 20 teams at a 

time.  It chooses the teams randomly and does not specifically pull the team that you are on.  This functionality 

is currently in a list of upgrades for the website.   
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Q. The goal on my Activity Log still says one mile.  How do I change that?  

 A.  This goal is determined by the participation level you chose when you registered (beginner, intermediate 

or advanced).  All levels begin at a goal of one mile per week.  After three weeks, the goal will change based on 

your average daily activity during that time period.  The goal will then update each week based on the previous 

week’s activity.  For beginners the goal will increase 5%, for intermediate users 10% and for advanced users 

15%.  You can change your participation level in the “Edit Profile” area.  If no activity is entered, the goal will 

be one mile for all levels.  

 

Q. I enter my activity time into my Activity Log and the distance I traveled during my workout doesn’t equal 

the distance calculated by the website.  Why is this?  

 A.  This challenge is a time-based program and you are to enter in the total number of minutes you are 

engaged in any type of physical activity.  This format makes it fair for everyone involved no matter their fitness 

level.  The activity log within the website automatically converts your time into miles (15 minutes = 1 mile).  Do 

not change your distance traveled or enter your actual distance.  Please only enter in minutes of physical 

activity.   

 


